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Abstract

Surprise has been explored as a cognitive-emotional phenomenon that impacts many aspects of mental life from creativity to learning to decision making. In this paper, we specifically address the role of surprise in learning and memory. Although surprise has been cast as a basic emotion since Darwin’s (1872) *The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals*, recently more emphasis has been placed on its cognitive aspects. One such view casts surprise as a process of “sense making” or “explanation finding”: Metacognitive Explanation Based (MEB) theory proposes that people’s perception of surprise is a metacognitive assessment of the cognitive work done to explain a surprising outcome. Or, to put it more simply, *surprise increases with the explanatory work required to resolve it*. This theory predicts that some surprises should be more surprising than others because they are harder to explain. In the current paper, this theory is extended to consider the role of surprise in learning as evidenced by memorability. This theory is tested to determine how scenarios with differentially-surprising outcomes impact the memorability of those outcomes. The results show that surprising outcomes (less-known outcomes), that are more difficult to explain, are recalled more accurately than less-surprising outcomes that require little (known outcomes) or no explanation (normal).
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Why are some events more surprising than others? Why are we less surprised to hear that Kurt Cobain or Amy Winehouse have died, but more surprised when we hear Michael Jackson or Lady Diana have died? The Metacognitive Explanation Based (MEB) theory of surprise proposes that surprise is fundamentally about explanation; explanations that make sense of the world and help to resolve the surprise we feel (see Foster & Keane, 2013, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c; Foster et al., 2014). So, the death of Michael Jackson was much more surprising than that of Kurt Cobain because it was so much harder to explain (i.e., Jackson was older, clean-cut and had no advertised addiction history); Jackson did not fit the early-career, rock-and-roll-suicide explanation exemplified by Cobain, Joplin, Hendrix and others.

This theory does not deny that surprise has a significant emotional component, but it does focus more on the cognitive aspects of surprise in an attempt to understand its adaptive role; namely, that surprise helps people make sense of a sometimes bewildering and uncertain world. Typically, when one resolves a surprising event by explaining it, one learns something new about the world – something that, hopefully, helps one to better deal with such events in the future. Hence, one would expect the memorability of surprising events to vary with the amount of explanation they elicit. For instance, intuitively, one would expect very surprising events to be more memorable than less surprising events, as they involve elaborations that are known to foster memorability (e.g., inferring causal structure). In this paper, we test this prediction using a novel experimental paradigm, in the surprise literature, to explore the subtle interactions between surprise and memorability. But, first we briefly review some of the relevant prior work.

How Surprise Fits with Explanation & Learning

The above proposals are just a variant of the long-standing view that surprise plays a key role in learning. In the literature on child development (Piaget, 1952) and education (Adler, 2008) it is
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generally accepted that people learn about their environment by explaining it (see Lombrozo, 2012). Such explanations are seen as being triggered by surprise (Ramscar, Dye, Gustafson, & Klein, 2013; Tsang, 2013) or inconsistencies (Johnson-Laird, Girotto, & Legrenzi, 2004; Hastie, 1984). For instance, the use of explanation to deal with inconsistencies has been shown to influence categorisation, concept development and communication (e.g., Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2011; Khemlani, Sussman, & Oppenheimer, 2011); also, inconsistent outcomes have also been shown to trigger explanation in early childhood (Legare, Schult, Impola, & Souza, 2016).

Adler (2008) proposes that surprises are of great value in learning; that as students encounter a surprising piece of information their attention is aroused (i.e., they notice the surprise), provoking more intensive processing of the to-be-learned material (i.e., resolving; there is a call to correct and better understand the material). Previous work has also shown that surprise can increase the retention of information (e.g., Munnich, Ranney, & Song, 2007), perhaps because surprise can make an event more interesting and likeable (Loewenstein & Heath, 2009). Related views are echoed in Artificial Intelligence, where surprise has been proposed as the cognitive mechanism to identify events that are learning opportunities in agent architectures for robots (Bae & Young, 2008, 2009; Macedo & Cardoso, 2001; Macedo & Cardoso, 2012; Macedo, Cardoso, Reisenzein, Lorini, & Castelfranchi, 2009; Macedo, Reisenzein, & Cardoso, 2004).

Explanation, Learning & Memory

Traditionally, explanation is seen as playing a role in building causal models or predictive schemas to deal with future events (Heider, 1958; Lombrozo & Carey, 2006). In AI, Leake (1992; also, Schank, 1986; Schank, Kass, & Riesbeck, 1994) have argued that when anomalies are detected (e.g., surprising events) an explanation is built (or retrieved) to account for the anomaly with that explanation being indexed for future use. Explanations may also serve to help people decide how
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information should be weighted or how attention should be allocated as events unfold (Dehghani, Iliev, & Kaufmann, 2012; Keil, 2006; Keil, Carter Smith, Simons, & Levin, 1998). As such, explanation has been linked to a variety of cognitive processes, including diagnosis (Graesser & Olde, 2003), categorization (Murphy & Medin, 1985), and reasoning (e.g., Lombrozo, 2006). In the education literature, self-explaining and self-explanation training are known to improve text comprehension and learning (e.g., Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; Chi, De Leeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994; Durkin, 2011; Roy & Chi, 2005), particularly for low-knowledge readers (McNamara, 2001; McNamara & Scott, 1999). Indeed, these effects are enhanced if there are reliable patterns and consistencies in the material that the explanation uncovers (Williams, Lombrozo, & Rehder, 2010, 2013).

Finally, in the field of neuropsychology, many findings from ERP studies show that, in comprehension, prediction is an effective strategy except when such predictions could be misleading (as in within-category violations), in which case a more complex comprehension process is required (namely, explanation). Similarly, and more generally, the left-hemisphere of the brain appears to be biased towards processing in an anticipatory, predictive fashion, while the right hemisphere appears to process information in a more post-hoc, integrative way (for a review, see Federmeier, Wlotko & Meyer, 2008).

Adaptation & Explanation

Piaget’s theory of child development (e.g., Piaget, 1952), and appraisal theories of emotion have both previously recognised that people are skilled explainers of their environment. Research in hindsight bias has determined that people attempt to understand events as soon as they occur (e.g., Pezzo, 2003), and studies of affective adaptation have shown that when an explanation has been found, an event seems more predictable (Wilson & Gilbert, 2008). To capture this phenomenon,
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Wilson and Gilbert have developed a model of affective adaptation (i.e., when affective responses are weaker with repeated exposure to an emotional event) in which people Attend to self-relevant, unexplained events, React emotionally to these events, Explain or reach an understanding of these events, and thereby Adapt to these events (their AREA model). This model proposes that people try to make sense of events as best as they can, a process that may include comparing them to their past experiences, but could also include comparing them with hypothetical alternative scenarios, or assimilating the event to existing knowledge structures. Similarly, Pyszczynski and Greenberg (1981) found that people were more likely to search for explanations of behaviour that did not conform to expectancies than behaviour that did; to search for a new explanation would require additional, and unnecessary, cognitive work (see also Hastie, 1984; Lau and Russell, 1980; Wong and Weiner, 1981). MEB theory proposes that for situations where the outcome is one that is expected to occur, the ‘explanation’ has been computed in advance, so no further cognitive work is necessary to resolve the outcome.”

**Surprise Judgements, Explanatory Knowledge & Memorability**

These diverse literatures on surprise, explanation and learning all converge on a common theory for how surprise and explanation impact learning and, by extension, memorability. When people encounter surprising, anomalous or unexpected events they are prompted to explain these anomalies, a process of causal elaboration that produces richer memory encodings, thus improving the memorability of the focal event. However, recent work on surprise suggests a novel extension to this common theory; namely, that relative differences in the surprisingness of events elicit different explanatory processing that have consequential effects on memorability.

MEB theory (Foster & Keane, 2015c) states that the perception of surprisingness is based
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on a metacognitive assessment of the effort-to-explain. The theory maintains that the cognitive system roughly tracks the amount of work done in explaining a surprising outcome and this assessment underlies the perceived surprisingness of the target event. Foster & Keane argued that there are, at least, two distinct classes of surprise scenarios; some surprising events are resolved by pre-packaged, explanatory knowledge (i.e., *known surprise scenarios*), whereas others are truly surprising (i.e., *less-known surprise scenarios*) that require the construction of explanations *ab initio*, from scratch. Foster & Keane (2015c) illustrated these classes with the following example:

(1) Walking down the street, John finds that his wallet is

   missing from his trouser pocket, where he put it this morning.  
   (*known surprise*)

(2) Walking down the street, John finds that his belt is

   missing from his trousers, where he put it this morning.  
   (*less-known surprise*)

Both of these scenarios describe events that are surprising to the actor. But, the missing-wallet scenario (*known scenario*) intuitively seems to elicit many ready-made explanations that we have used before to explain such missing-wallet events (e.g., it was robbed, I left it in a shop, I left it in my other trousers). In contrast, the missing-belt scenario (*less-known scenario*) intuitively seems to have no ready-made explanations and, thus, requires building an explanation from scratch (e.g., using knowledge about assumed events, such as, that John travelled through airport security and left his belt there). In AI, Schank (1986) makes exactly the same distinction between *canned explanations* and *additive explanations*; the former are already-encoded, explanation schemas in memory that are “ready to go”, whereas the latter are “critical to the learning process...(as) after the explanation is finished, the explainer now knows something that he didn’t know before” (p. 28). Indeed, Leake (1992) elaborates a whole taxonomy of pre-stored “explanation patterns” at
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different levels of abstraction to handle such anomalous events. In a series of experiments, Foster & Keane (2015c) have found that scenarios involving known-surprise scenarios were judged to be less surprising, were easier to explain (as measured by total number of explanations generated by participants), but produced fewer distinct explanations (as measured by proportion-of-agreement between explanations produced by participants) than scenarios involving less-known surprises. This converging evidence supports the view that the explanatory processes elicited to these differentially surprising events are quite different, perhaps in ways that affect learning and memorability.

It can be argued that these known-surprise scenarios involve a type of schema filling using pre-stored explanation patterns, akin to the sort of schema-filling one does in normal comprehension of expected events. However, less-known-surprise scenarios have no ready-made explanatory schemas and require active construction of some causal model of what might have occurred. If this theoretical account is indeed the case, then differential impacts on memorability should follow. Namely, that less-known-scenarios should engender the sort of causal elaboration that increases memorability, whereas known-scenarios and normal-scenarios should not increase memorability in the same way, as they do not elicit such elaboration. Indeed, the latter two scenarios both involve schema-filling, albeit perhaps different types of schema, and therefore could be predicted to have equivalent levels of memorability. Here, we explore these predictions in a novel paradigm examining surprise and memorability.

The Present Study: A Tale of Three Scenarios

This study used materials describing a variety of everyday scenarios – short stories with a setting and an outcome – where the outcome was varied to have a known-surprise, a less-known
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surprise or a normal, expected outcome (see Table 1 for one example). This manipulation of the known and less-known outcomes, and the materials used, corresponded to those used in previous studies (see Foster & Keane, 2015c), though the normal scenario with its expected outcome was a new addition.

Table 1. Example of Materials Used in the Study

(only the label “outcome” was shown to participants in presented materials).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Known</th>
<th>Less-Known</th>
<th>Normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca is on the beach.</td>
<td>After she dries herself off</td>
<td>After she dries herself off</td>
<td>After she dries herself off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She goes for a swim in the water.</td>
<td>she notices that her skin has turned red.</td>
<td>she notices that her skin has turned turquoise.</td>
<td>she notices that her skin is no longer wet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The design for this experiment manipulated Outcome-Type (known, less-known, or normal), making the prediction for the judgement-of-surprise measure that less-known outcomes would be rated as more surprising than known outcomes, which would in turn be rated as more surprising than the normal outcomes (which are unsurprising). For the memorability or recall-measure, the prediction was that less-known outcomes would be recalled more accurately than either the known- or normal-outcomes because less-known outcomes involve causal elaboration to explain the scenario. However, the known- and normal-outcomes should be equally memorable as they both involve a schema-filling type of comprehension.

A standard cued-recall paradigm was adapted for the experiment involving three tasks: participants first carried out a task in which they judged the surprisingness of outcomes of the
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scenarios, were then distracted by a filler task, and then lastly completed an unexpected cued-recall task (see, e.g., Ham & Vonk, 2003; Hassin, Aarts, & Ferguson, 2005; Hassin, Bargh, & Uleman, 2002; McCulloch, Ferguson, Kawada, & Bargh, 2008).

Method

Participants and design. Thirty UCD students (13 male, 17 female) with a mean age of 20.97 years ($SD = 3.65$, range $= 18-38$) took part voluntarily in this study. Informed consent was obtained prior to the experiment. A within-subjects (Outcome-Type: known, less-known, normal) repeated-measures design was used.

Procedure, materials and scoring. The experiment had three distinct parts: a surprise-judgement task where participants were first exposed to the materials, a filler task, and an unannounced cued-recall task. In the first task, participants were asked to read each of nine randomly-presented stories, and to judge the surprisingness of their outcomes after reading each story. Each story was presented on a separate page with the scenario setting on the top of the page, followed by the outcome (known/less-known/normal), and a 7-point scale on which to provide surprise judgements.

Then, after handing this booklet back to the experimenter, participants engaged in a filler task that served to clear short-term memory. For this, they were presented with a new booklet which provided them with the filler task instructions; they were asked to write down different uses for two common objects (a brick and a car tyre) on separate pages of this booklet. After four minutes on this task, the experimenter interrupted them and introduced the third part of the experiment, where they were unexpectedly presented with a cued-recall task for the scenarios they had rated for surprise in the first part of the experiment.
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For this recall task, participants were provided with a booklet that began with a reminder that they had read nine short stories in the first part of the study. They were informed that in the booklet they would be provided with the first sentence of each story, and asked to “write down everything that you can remember about what happened next in that story”. Each story was presented in a randomized order on a separate page with the word “recall” followed by the first sentence of that story on the top of the page, and a sentence that reminded them to write down everything that they could remember from the story. Two measures were recorded: the 7-point scale judgment of surprise from the first task, and the answers that they provided in the third part, the recall task. The answers provided for the recall task were submitted to a propositional analysis and assigned a recalled-items score.

Results and Discussion

Overall, the results confirmed the prediction that Outcome-Type impacts people’s perception of surprise, with less-known outcomes being rated as more surprising than known outcomes, which were rated as more surprising than the normal outcomes. Analysis of memorability of outcomes in recall task showed that highly surprising events are more memorable; more items were recalled for the surprising less-known outcomes, than for the less surprising known outcomes and normal outcomes. Indeed, the known and normal outcomes both produced equivalent recall levels, perhaps as a result of how they were understood.

Surprise judgments. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of Outcome-Type, where participants judged stories with less-known outcomes to be more surprising ($M = 5.93, SD = 1.13$) than known outcomes ($M = 4.43, SD = 1.26$), and these were both judged to be more surprising than the normal outcomes ($M = 1.72, SD = .72$), $F(2, 58) = 130.67, p < .001$.

---

1 See Norman (2010) for a discussion on the use of parametric statistics in Likert scale data.
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$\eta^2 = .82$ (see Figure 1). Pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni corrections) showed that these differences were significant between all possible pairings ($p$’s < .001).

![Figure 1. Mean surprise judgments for all levels of Outcome-Type (normal, known, less-known) with standard errors ($N = 30$).](image)

Recall. The recollections that participants provided in the recall task were submitted to a propositional analysis noting the key items mentioned from the scenario’s outcome (i.e., actors/objects/attributes; see, e.g., Brown & Yule, 1983). Each recollection was scored proportionally for its completeness in mentioning all the items in a given outcome. So, in the Rebecca story where she is on the beach (see Table 1), and then notices that her skin has turned red, the recalled answer that “she was red” would be given a score of .5, as 1 out of 2 items are recalled correctly (red), while the answer that “her skin was red” would be given a score of 1, as 2 out of 2 (skin, red) items are recalled correctly. Note, one reviewer queried whether the less-surprising materials (known and normal outcomes) could invite more concise responses as they
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involve commonly understood implications; for instance, people might be more likely to truncate their responses, saying “she was red” instead of “she had red skin”. However, an inspection of the responses did not show any systematic pattern of such responding in these conditions compared to the most surprising condition (i.e., less-known; e.g., people seemed just as likely to say “she was turquoise” in the less-known condition).

A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA on this Outcome-Type variable showed a main effect, where participants remembered more items from the less-known outcomes ($M = .75$, $SD = .21$), than from known outcomes ($M = .66$, $SD = .21$) or normal outcomes ($M = .65$, $SD = .17$), $F(2, 58) = 3.30, p = .04$, $\eta^2_p = .10$ (see Figure 2). Planned pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni corrections for two comparisons, following our predictions detailed above) showed significantly more items recalled for less-known outcomes compared to both known and normal outcomes ($p$’s < .05, 1-tailed), with post-hoc pairwise comparisons showing no significant difference between recall scores for known and normal outcomes ($p = .76$).

Finally, by-materials Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients and regression analyses were computed to assess the relationship between surprise judgments and the recall scores. The surprise judgments and recall scores for less-known outcomes correlated ($r(28) = .36$, $p = .05$); greater surprise predicted greater recall ($\beta = .359$, $t(28) = 2.034$, $p = .05$), and explained a small but marginally significant proportion of this variance ($R^2 = .13$, $F(1, 28) = 4.139$, $p = .05$), but no such relationship was found for known outcomes, $r(28) = .077$, $p = .68$), or normal outcomes, $r(28) = -.32$, $p = .08$). Overall, this result suggests that the less-known outcomes are

---

2 If we accept this correlation of marginal significance as a ‘real’ finding, it might perhaps invite the conclusion that low-surprise scores predict recalled, suggesting that when events follow a course that they always have followed in the past, we recall them more accurately. However, this improved accuracy may not be due to remembering the scenario in the experiment; it could just be due to people giving the most available information for the scenario in memory (namely, what always occurred before). Clearly, this issue could be explored further, though it is less about the phenomenon of surprise.
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quite different than the known and normal outcomes, both of which produce near identical responding with respect to recall (though they differ with respect to judged surprise). This result supports the view that even though people are sensitive to the relative differences in surprisingness of these three outcomes, the outcomes differ in memorability because of differences in how they are explained/comprehended; namely, that the known and normal outcomes are processed by schema filling, which decrements memorability, relative to more actively and causally-elaborated less-known outcomes.

This conclusion is supported by the convergence of these results with those of many other experiments using these same materials (see Foster & Keane, 2015c). Foster & Keane (2015c) have found that these known-surprise scenarios are easier to explain than the less-known ones, as measured by total number of explanations generated by participants; that is, people readily generate explanations to the known-surprise scenarios because they have readily-available knowledge to use, whereas people struggle to generate explanations to the less-known-surprise scenarios. Foster & Keane (2015c) also found that people generated fewer distinct explanations to known surprises than they did to less-known surprises, as measured by the proportion-of-agreement between the explanations produced by participants; that is, the explanations generated to the known-surprise scenarios tend to be very similar presumably because they arise from shared schematic knowledge, whereas the explanations to the less-known-surprise scenarios are much more varied presumably because they are built from more idiosyncratic, personal knowledge.
Figure 2. Mean recalled-item scores for all levels of Outcome-Type (normal, known, less-known, normal) with standard errors ($N = 30$).

**Conclusions**

This paper advances a new theoretical proposal about the role of explanation in surprise; specifically, it argues that different surprise scenarios elicit different explanatory strategies (e.g., explanation-schema filling versus causal model building) that have differential impacts on memorability. This work thus contributes to the surprise literature but also has wider resonances in other topic areas (e.g., research on explanation, attribution and religious concepts).

The present experiment replicates and extends previous findings about surprise judgements, in showing that less-known outcomes are judged to be more surprising than known surprising outcomes which are, in turn, more surprising than normal outcomes. It also shows that surprise scenarios bear a complex relationship to memorability. Less-known surprises were remembered more accurately than known surprises and unsurprising outcomes, but there was no
difference in recall for outcomes that had lower levels of surprise or no surprise at all (i.e., the known or normal outcomes). As there is no linear relationship between judged surprise and memorability, it is not the case that all surprising scenarios automatically result in higher memorability. Rather, it appears that memorability depends on the surprising outcome that results in causal elaboration of the scenario, as a novel explanation is built. When the scenario is less surprising (the known outcome), memorability drops on instantiation of an explanation-schema; recall in this condition is effectively identical to the normal scenario, where people apply normative, schematic knowledge to comprehend the scenario without need for elaboration. We believe that that theoretical account opens up several new vistas on how we think about surprise and, indeed, explanation, though it should be said that similar patterns of findings do occur in other topic areas.

For instance, in anthropology, researchers have argued that religious concepts are more memorable because they are minimally counterintuitive (e.g., a talking bird or a walking stone). Varying somewhat from intuitive concepts (e.g., a flying bird, a heavy stone) while not being bizarre or maximally counterintuitive (e.g., a walking stone that quacks)\(^3\). In our terms, intuitive, minimally counterintuitive and maximally counterintuitive concepts are likely to be surprising to varying degrees. One set of findings from this literature suggests that minimally counterintuitive concepts are better remembered than intuitive and bizarre concepts (Boyer & Ramble, 2001; Barrett & Nyhof, 2001; Upala, Gonce, Tweney, and Slone, 2007). While there are controversies about how these effects interact with other variables, the core findings on the memorability of minimally counterintuitive concepts seems quite consistent with the present findings. When people understand a counterintuitive concept they have to “justify” or explain to themselves how such an

---

\(^3\) We thank one of our reviewers for pointing out these correspondences to us.
ontological violation arises (e.g., how a bird could talk) and this elaboration makes the concept more memorable than intuitive concepts that are consistent with prior knowledge (e.g., a bird that flies). However, it should also be noted that bizarre or maximally counterintuitive concepts can also become less memorable if they are unexplainable; that is, if one cannot square them causally with one’s knowledge, their causal elaboration does not succeed, and improved memorability does not follow. To quote, Upala et al (2007) the “memory of an intelligent agent should evolve to preferentially remember and recall those events/objects that violate the agent's expectations about the future but can be justified once they have been observed” (p. 432); to translate this to the current context one might say “unexpected, surprising events/objects that can be explained will be more memorable”.

Surprise has long been thought to play a key role in learning, increasing the retention of information (see, e.g., Adler, 2008; Loewenstein & Heath, 2009; Munnich et al., 2007). It has also been suggested that people learn about their environment by explaining it (e.g., Lombrozo, 2012; Piaget, 1952), and that surprise may trigger this process (e.g., Adler, 2008; Ramscar et al., 2013; Tsang, 2013). With respect to learning, the present results suggest that it is not sufficient, in itself, to present learners with unexpected outcomes to guarantee better retention; rather, the degree of surprise must be high relative to the prior knowledge of the learner. From a practical perspective, this suggests that any educational materials using surprise to aid learning, will have to be carefully tailored to the knowledge of those who are expected to learn. The present paper suggests that if we can readily explain something, then it is more likely to be forgettable and no learning will occur, but if it challenges our knowledge to explain how it could have happened, then something will be remembered and, indeed, learned.
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